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Your guide to becoming a Conservative councillor

Have you considered becoming a Conservative councillor?
Women make 75% of phone calls to council offices countrywide.
Women often know more about their community, shops and neighbours.
Women use more local services:
s¬#HILDCARE¬AND¬%DUCATION
s¬!DULT¬#ARE¬3ERVICES
s¬'0¬AND¬(EALTHCARE
s¬4RANSPORT¬AND¬(OUSING
But decisions about these services are largely being made by men.
In the UK, women are 51% of the population but less than a third of
COUNCILLORS¬ARE¬WOMEN¬AND¬ONLY¬¬OF ¬COUNCIL¬LEADERS ¬4HE¬FEMALE¬"!-%¬
community is critically under-represented with less than 1% of councillors.
4HE¬,'!¬#ONSERVATIVE¬'ROUP¬AND¬#ONSERVATIVE¬7OMENS¬/RGANISATION¬#7/ ¬
are continuing to try and redress the balance, but we need you!
7E¬NEED¬YOU¬TO¬JOIN¬OVER¬ ¬#ONSERVATIVE¬COUNCILLORS¬WHO¬ARE¬WORKING¬HARD¬
to build a country where you, your friends and family have more opportunity
and power over your lives; a country where families are stronger and
COMMUNITIES¬ARE¬MORE¬RESPONSIBLE¬AND¬A¬"RITAIN¬WHICH¬IS¬SAFER¬AND¬GREENER¬
We need you to join councils that are trusted to deliver high quality, value for
money services that you, your friends and family rely on every day.
9OULL¬READ¬PROlLES¬OF ¬#ONSERVATIVE¬WOMEN¬COUNCILLORS¬IN¬THE¬FOLLOWING¬PAGES
4HEY¬ALL¬HAD¬THEIR¬OWN¬REASONS¬FOR¬BECOMING¬ONE¬ ¬AND¬THEY¬ARE¬ALL¬DIFFERENT¬
You might want more police, better housing; or you may want to protect
GREEN¬SPACES ¬A¬LOCAL¬LIBRARY¬OR¬POST¬OFlCE¬-ANY¬WOMEN¬COUNCILLORS¬BECOME¬
involved through a single issue but realise how rewarding it is to make a real
difference to their local community.
If you are considering becoming a councillor, then your next step maybe the
#7/¬$EVELOPMENT¬PROGRAMME¬&ULL¬DAY¬AND¬EVENING¬WORKSHOPS¬TEACH¬YOU¬
transferable skills that are useful in your private, professional and public life PLUS¬YOULL¬NEVER¬BE¬SHORT¬ON¬ADVICE¬FROM¬#7/¬COUNCILLOR¬MEMBERS¬7HATEVER¬
YOUR¬GOAL ¬THE¬,'!¬#ONSERVATIVE¬'ROUP¬AND¬THE¬#7/¬WILL¬BE¬THERE¬TO¬HELP¬YOU
Cllr Gary Porter
,'!¬#ONSERVATIVE¬'ROUP¬,EADER
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Councillor Melanie Magee
#ONSERVATIVE ¬#HERWELL¬$ISTRICT¬#OUNCIL¬
!S¬SOMEONE¬WHO¬HAS¬A¬PASSION¬FOR¬MY¬LOCAL¬COMMUNITY ¬
)¬WANTED¬TO¬GET¬MORE¬INVOLVED ¬BUT¬DIDNT¬THINK¬)¬WAS¬
THE¬@RIGHT¬SORT¬OF ¬PERSON¬!S¬A¬QUALIlED¬FULL TIME¬(2¬
professional I realised my skills were valuable to the
community, so I started volunteering with my local job
club providing practical advice to job seekers, specifically
THE¬YOUNG¬UNEMPLOYED¬4HIS¬INSPIRED¬ME¬TO¬STAND¬AS¬A¬
local councillor and I was elected in 2011. I then became
#HAIR¬OF ¬THE¬9OUTH¬,IAISON¬'ROUP ¬AND¬,EAD¬-EMBER¬FOR¬
!PPRENTICESHIPS¬AND¬%MPLOYMENT¬)NITIATIVES¬THE¬lRST¬IN¬THE¬
UK) and have been able to make a real difference to local
PEOPLE¬BY¬ENGAGING¬WITH¬THEM¬AND¬THE¬BUSINESS¬COMMUNITY¬)D¬LIKE¬TO¬THINK¬
that I am proof that by having a passion and getting involved, you really can
make a difference.

How councils work
4HIS¬DEPENDS¬ON¬THE¬TYPE¬OF ¬COUNCIL¬
4HERE¬ARE¬SEVERAL¬TYPES¬OF ¬LOCAL¬
COUNCIL¬IN¬%NGLAND ¬FOR¬EXAMPLE¬
district, borough, county, metropolitan
AND¬UNITARY¬COUNCILS¬3OMETIMES¬
these are referred to as local
authorities. You may also want to
consider standing as a councillor for
YOUR¬TOWN¬OR¬PARISH¬COUNCIL¬4HESE¬ARE¬
smaller organisations that have some
money to spend for the benefit of
people in a small geographical area
(for example a town or village).
!LL¬COUNCILS¬HAVE¬THINGS¬IN¬COMMON¬IN¬
the way they work and make decisions
ON¬BEHALF ¬OF ¬LOCAL¬COMMUNITIES¬4HEY¬
are all led by democratically elected
councillors who set the vision and
DIRECTION¬OF ¬THE¬COUNCIL¬-OST¬ARE¬
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run on a system similar to that of
central government, with an elected
executive (or cabinet) to decide on
policy and make decisions which
OTHER¬COUNCILLORS¬THEN¬@SCRUTINISE¬OR¬
examine in detail.
!LL¬COUNCILS¬WITH¬THE¬EXCEPTION¬OF ¬
town or parish councils) are large
organisations which play a big
part in the local economy and
influence many aspects of the lives
of the people who live or work
THERE¬!¬LARGE¬PROPORTION¬OF ¬THE¬
work councils do is determined by
CENTRAL¬GOVERNMENT¬,OCAL¬COUNCILS¬
vary widely in terms of their style,
political leadership and approach to
delivering these central government
programmes, and it is here that your
local knowledge and commitment
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could make a real difference.
$EPENDING¬ON¬THE¬TYPE¬OF ¬LOCAL¬
authority it is, a council can be
responsible for a range of
services, such as:
s education and lifelong learning
s social services and public health
s housing and regeneration
s waste collection
s recycling
s roads and street lighting
s arts, sports and culture
s community safety and

crime reduction
s environment
s planning and regulation
s tackling disadvantage and building

strong, stable communities
s setting a prudent budget
s transport.

4HESE¬ACTIVITIES¬ARE¬MAINLY¬FUNDED¬
through payments from central
government and the collection of
council tax, although council
tax makes up only about a quarter
OF ¬A¬COUNCILS¬INCOME
!T¬THE¬TIME¬OF ¬PRINT ¬THERE¬ARE¬¬
#ONSERVATIVE¬CONTROLLED¬COUNCILS ¬
¬,ABOUR ¬¬,IB¬$EM¬AND¬ other
)NDEPENDENT./# ¬IN¬%NGLAND

/VER¬RECENT¬YEARS¬THE¬ROLE¬OF ¬
COUNCILS¬HAS¬CHANGED¬4HEY¬NOW¬
have additional responsibilities
such as improving the health and
wellbeing of local people through
joint working with health services.
!NOTHER¬IMPORTANT¬RESPONSIBILITY¬
is community safety and crime
reduction, usually achieved in
PARTNERSHIP¬WITH¬THE¬LOCAL¬0OLICE¬AND¬
#RIME¬#OMMISSIONER ¬THE¬POLICE¬AND¬
voluntary and community groups.
#OUNCILS¬NOW¬DELIVER¬MUCH¬OF ¬WHAT¬
they do in partnership with other
councils, services and agencies,
so as a councillor you may have
opportunities to sit on boards or
committees for health, education,
community safety or regeneration.

What is expected of
a councillor?
4HE¬COUNCILLORS¬ROLE¬AND¬
responsibilities include:
s representing the ward for which

they are elected
s decision-making
s developing and reviewing

council policy
s scrutinising decisions taken by

the councillors on the executive
or cabinet
s regulatory, quasi-judicial and

statutory duties
s community leadership

and engagement.
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-ANY¬COUNCILLORS¬HOLD¬REGULAR¬DROP IN¬
SURGERIES¬EACH¬MONTH¬3URGERIES¬ARE¬A¬
chance for residents to meet you and
discuss their problems or concerns.
You may also need to spend time
visiting constituents in their homes.
/N¬TOP¬OF ¬THIS¬YOU¬WILL¬BE¬DEALING¬
with letters, emails and phone calls
from constituents.
When dealing with casework or
council business you may need
TO¬MEET¬WITH¬COUNCIL¬STAFF¬4HESE¬
meetings, and other visits to council
offices, may need to take place
during the working day.
4HEN¬THERE¬ARE¬COUNCIL¬AND¬SCRUTINY¬
MEETINGS¬3CRUTINY¬IS¬THE¬CRUCIAL¬
process of looking at the work
and decisions of the executive.
!S¬WELL¬AS¬THE¬CLOSE¬EXAMINATION¬

of councillors, it can also involve
the community and interested
PARTIES¬(ANDLED¬WELL ¬SCRUTINY¬
procedures can stimulate real local
involvement in how the council
manages and delivers its business.
#OUNCILLORS¬OFTEN¬ALSO¬SIT¬ON¬QUASI
judicial committees, for example the
planning committee, which takes
non-political decisions on planning
APPLICATIONS¬4HE¬NUMBER¬AND¬
length of these meetings varies
from council to council. If you
ARE¬SELECTED¬AS¬A¬#ONSERVATIVE¬
councillor, you will be a member
OF ¬THE¬#ONSERVATIVE¬'ROUP¬AND¬AS¬
such will be expected to attend
group meetings, party training
and other events.

Councillor Sophia Choudhary,
#ONSERVATIVE ¬2USHMOOR¬"OROUGH¬#OUNCIL¬
)M¬PROUD¬TO¬HAVE¬BEEN¬ELECTED¬AS¬THE¬YOUNGEST¬WOMAN¬
#ONSERVATIVE¬#OUNCILLOR¬IN¬-AY¬¬FOR¬2USHMOOR¬
"OROUGH¬#OUNCIL¬)¬WORK¬HARD¬TO¬ENSURE¬THAT¬PUBLIC¬
SERVICES¬MEET¬RESIDENTS¬NEEDS¬4HESE¬RANGE¬FROM¬WASTE¬
and recycling collections and keeping streets clean
to reducing noise and air pollution and flooding plus
IMPROVING¬COMMUNITY¬SAFETY¬3ERVING¬ON¬THE¬"OROUGH¬
3ERVICES¬AND¬%NVIRONMENT¬0OLICY¬AND¬2EVIEW¬0ANELS¬
helps me connect with what matters in my area and to
keep up with key issues that affect my residents. I work
HARD¬BECAUSE¬)M¬ABLE¬TO¬MAKE¬A¬DIFFERENCE¬TO¬THE¬QUALITY¬
OF ¬OTHER¬PEOPLES¬LIVES¬AND¬WELLBEING¬BY¬lNDING¬WAYS¬TO¬IMPROVE¬SERVICES¬
AND¬ENCOURAGING¬LOCAL¬BUSINESSES¬TO¬INVEST¬IN¬2USHMOOR¬!S¬A¬PASSIONATE¬
advocate, I enjoy influencing and making informed decisions for the benefit
of the whole community.
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Do I need any special skills or
experience to be a councillor?
'ROUPS¬MADE¬UP¬OF ¬DIVERSE¬
individuals tend to make better
informed decisions. It is important
that councils have councillors who
not only reflect and represent the
communities they serve, but also
have a broad range of skills and
LIFE¬EXPERIENCE¬9OU¬DONT¬NECESSARILY¬
have to have academic qualifications
OR¬A¬PROFESSION¬3KILLS¬GAINED¬THROUGH¬
raising a family, caring for a sick or
disabled relative, volunteering or
being active in faith or community
groups can be just as valuable.
7HILE¬YOU¬DONT¬NEED¬ANY¬SPECIAL¬
qualifications to be a councillor, having
or being able to develop the following
skills, knowledge and attributes will
help you in the role.
s¬¬#OMMUNICATION¬SKILLS
4HESE¬INCLUDE¬LISTENING¬AND¬
interpersonal skills, public speaking
skills, the ability to consider
alternative points of view and
to negotiate, mediate, and
resolve conflict.
s¬¬0ROBLEM¬SOLVING¬AND¬ANALYTICAL¬SKILLS
4HESE¬INCLUDE¬BEING¬ABLE¬TO¬GET¬TO¬
the bottom of an issue and to
think of different ways to resolve
it, including considering the
advantages, disadvantages and
risks of each option.
s¬¬4EAM¬WORKING
"EING¬ABLE¬TO¬WORK¬WITH¬OTHERS¬IN¬
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meetings and on committees and
being able to complete any tasks
that you agree to do on time.
s¬¬/RGANISATIONAL¬SKILLS
"EING¬ABLE¬TO¬PLAN¬AND¬MANAGE¬
your time, keep appointments and
meet deadlines.
s¬¬!BILITY¬TO¬ENGAGE¬WITH¬YOUR¬LOCAL¬
community
You may have to make yourself
available through meetings, the
media, including social media, the
internet, public forums, debates and
on the telephone.
You may have gained skills and
knowledge through your professional,
personal or community experience.
4HESE¬COULD¬INCLUDE
s¬¬KNOWLEDGE¬OF ¬THE¬NEEDS¬OF ¬SPECIlC¬
groups such as children and young
people, older people, or people
with health problems
s¬¬AN¬UNDERSTANDING¬OF ¬
financial management and
reporting processes
s¬LEGAL¬AND¬REGULATORY¬SYSTEMS¬
or procedures
s¬HOUSING ¬REGENERATION ¬
or environmental issues
s¬¬ANY¬OTHER¬SKILLS¬THAT¬RELATE¬TO¬THE¬
services or facilities provided by
the council.
$ONT¬WORRY¬IF ¬YOU¬DONT¬YET¬FEEL¬THAT¬
you have the skills or confidence
TO¬BE¬A¬COUNCILLOR¬!LL¬COUNCILS¬
provide support, information and
training for new councillors, and
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you will receive support from
#ONSERVATIVE¬COLLEAGUES

Could I be a councillor?
If you care about the area that
you live or work in and the issues
facing local people, you could be a
COUNCILLOR¬0ERHAPS¬YOU¬ENJOY¬READING¬
the local newspaper and often have
a strong opinion on the issues you
read about. You may enjoy talking to
FRIENDS¬AND¬COLLEAGUES¬ABOUT¬WHATS¬
going on in the area.
You may feel that certain sections of
the community or people who live
in a particular neighbourhood are
getting a raw deal and need stronger
REPRESENTATION¬2ESEARCH¬TELLS¬US¬THAT¬
people are most concerned about
issues such as crime, schools, jobs,
transport and the environment. Your
local council can make a difference
on all these issues and many more,
AND¬SO¬CAN¬YOU¬AS¬A¬#ONSERVATIVE¬
local councillor.

I don’t have the time...
(OW¬MUCH¬TIME¬YOU¬SPEND¬ON¬YOUR¬
duties as a councillor depends on
the particular commitments you take
ON¬/NE¬COUNCIL¬ESTIMATES¬THE¬TIME¬
commitment as ranging from five to
20 hours a week. Your role within the
council will determine how much time
you spend on council duties.

councillors can attend after work.
!S¬WITH¬MOST¬THINGS¬IN¬LIFE ¬WHAT¬YOU¬
get back will depend on how much
YOU¬PUT¬IN¬"UT¬REMEMBER ¬THE¬AMOUNT¬
of time you give to it is almost entirely
up to you.

Why should I become
a councillor?
4HERE¬ARE¬MANY¬REASONS¬WHY¬PEOPLE¬
decide to become a local councillor.
4HEY¬INCLUDE
s wanting to make a difference and be

involved in shaping the future of the
local community
s being concerned about your local

area and wanting to ensure that the
community gets the right services
s wanting to represent the views

of local people and ensure that
community interests are taken
into account
s¬¬WANTING¬TO¬PURSUE¬YOUR¬#ONSERVATIVE¬

political beliefs
s wanting to contribute your business

or professional skills
s concerns about one particular issue
s as an extension of what you

are already doing through the
#ONSERVATIVE¬PARTY ¬CHARITY ¬VOLUNTARY¬
group or school governing body
– becoming a councillor can be the
next step.

You will be expected to attend some
council committee meetings, which
are often held in the evening so that
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Councillor Anne Gower, #ONSERVATIVE ¬3UFFOLK¬#OUNTY¬#OUNCIL
I became a councillor after being involved in a local campaign about
A¬MOBILE¬PHONE¬MAST¬4HE¬#ONSERVATIVE¬!SSOCIATION¬
contacted me to ask if I would consider standing for
election. I was unemployed and over 50 and feeling like no
more challenges or opportunities were going to open up
for me. I accepted the challenge of becoming a councillor
with little understanding of what it entailed, and I love it.
!LL¬MY¬SKILL¬SETS¬HAVE¬COME¬INTO¬PLAY¬IN¬ONE¬ROLE¬-Y¬CAREER¬
encompassed banking, publishing, sales and fundraising,
and the fact that I had dealt with people from all walks
of life has helped me with the challenges I face as a
councillor. Within three years I was a cabinet member at
the borough council and was also elected to the county council.

Who can be a councillor?
4HE¬EASY¬ANSWER¬IS¬ALMOST¬ANYONE ¬
as long as you are:
s¬¬"RITISH¬OR¬A¬CITIZEN¬OF ¬THE¬

#OMMONWEALTH¬OR¬%UROPEAN¬5NION
s at least 18 years old
s registered to vote in the area or have

lived, worked or occupied property
as an owner or tenant there for at
least 12 months before an election.

suspended sentences) during the
five years before election day
s have been convicted of a corrupt or

illegal practice by an election court.
If you are in any doubt about
whether you are eligible to stand
as a councillor, you should contact
the returning officer in the electoral
services department at your local
council for advice.

9OU¬CANT¬BE¬A¬COUNCILLOR¬IF ¬YOU¬
s work for the council you want to

be a councillor for, or for another
local authority in a politically
restricted post
s are the subject of a bankruptcy

restrictions order or interim order
s have been sentenced to prison for

three months or more (including
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Standing as a Conservative?
3TANDING¬AS¬A¬#ONSERVATIVE¬/VER¬¬
per cent of councillors are members
of political parties. Your local
#ONSERVATIVE¬!SSOCIATION¬IS¬THERE¬TO¬
fight elections and will be interested
TO¬HEAR¬FROM¬YOU¬4HEY¬WILL¬BE¬ABLE¬TO¬
support your election campaign and
YOUR¬WORK¬AS¬A¬COUNCILLOR¬0LEASE¬VISIT¬
http://www.conservativecouncillors.
com/content/become-councillor to
register your interest in becoming
A¬#ONSERVATIVE¬COUNCIL¬CANDIDATE¬
9OUR¬LOCAL¬#ONSERVATIVE¬!SSOCIATION¬
AND¬THE¬#ONSERVATIVE¬#OUNCILLORS¬
!SSOCIATION¬WILL¬BE¬IN¬TOUCH¬WITH¬
further details once you have filled
in the online form.
$ONT¬WORRY¬IF ¬YOURE¬NOT¬ALREADY¬A¬
#ONSERVATIVE¬0ARTY¬MEMBER¬AS¬THEY¬
will be able to go through all the
options with you.

Will I get paid for being
a councillor?
#OUNCILLORS¬DO¬NOT¬RECEIVE¬A¬SALARY¬
(OWEVER ¬THEY¬DO¬GET¬A¬@MEMBERS¬
ALLOWANCE¬IN¬RECOGNITION¬OF ¬THEIR¬
time and expenses incurred while on
COUNCIL¬BUSINESS¬%ACH¬COUNCIL¬SETS¬
ITS¬OWN¬RATE¬FOR¬MEMBERS¬ALLOWANCES ¬
and you can find out more information
about allowances from your local
council or through its website.
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Can I be a councillor and
have a job?
9ES¬"Y¬LAW¬IF ¬YOU¬ARE¬WORKING¬YOUR¬
employer must allow you to take
a reasonable amount of time off
during working hours to perform your
DUTIES¬AS¬A¬COUNCILLOR¬4HE¬AMOUNT¬
of time given will depend on your
responsibilities and the effect of
YOUR¬ABSENCE¬ON¬YOUR¬EMPLOYERS¬
business. You should discuss this
with your employer before making the
commitment to stand for election.

I have a disability –
can I be a councillor?
If you fulfil the general criteria for
being a councillor, you can stand for
ELECTION¬$ISABLED¬CANDIDATES¬MAY¬
be eligible for extra funds or support
and training to help them stand as
councillors .
4HE¬(OME¬/FlCE¬PUBLICATION¬@!CCESS¬
to elected office for disabled
people: details can be found at
www.access-to-elected-office-find.
org.uk¬OR¬BY¬CONTACTING¬THE¬,'!¬
#ONSERVATIVE¬'ROUP¬www.local.gov.
uk/conservatives
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/NCE¬YOU¬BECOME¬A¬COUNCILLOR ¬YOUR¬
council will work with you to overcome
any barriers you come across as a
result of your disability, and will make
SURE¬YOU¬CAN¬BE¬FULLY¬INVOLVED¬"EING¬A¬
councillor is not a full-time job and may
not affect any benefits you receive, but
individual cases will vary so do check
this with your benefits office.

What support is available
to councillors?
#OUNCILS¬HAVE¬STAFF ¬AVAILABLE¬TO¬
provide support and assistance to
councillors, regardless of whether
you belong to a political party or
GROUP¬%XACTLY¬WHAT¬FACILITIES¬YOU¬WILL¬
GET¬DEPENDS¬ON¬THE¬COUNCIL¬-ANY¬
will provide a computer for your

home and some may provide paidfor internet access and an additional
telephone line and/or mobile phone.
You will be using email and the
internet, and many councillors now
choose to keep in touch with local
people through social networking
SERVICES¬SUCH¬AS¬4WITTER¬AND¬
&ACEBOOK¬9OU¬CAN¬EXPECT¬FULL¬)4¬
training tailored to suit your needs.
New councillors receive induction
training to familiarise them with the
council and its procedures and if you
have a particular training request, for
example with public speaking, either
THE¬COUNCIL¬OR¬0ARTY¬CAN¬PROVIDE¬THIS

Councillor Claire-Louise Leyland,
#ONSERVATIVE ¬,ONDON¬"OROUGH¬OF ¬#AMDEN¬
Working as an art therapist since 2004 with children with
emotional and behavioural difficulties, I was struck by the
impact that national policy can have on our children and
YOUNG¬PEOPLES¬LIVES¬)¬ATTENDED¬SEVERAL¬#ONSERVATIVE¬
7OMENS¬/RGANISATION¬FORUMS¬AND¬WAS¬REALLY¬INSPIRED¬BY¬
THE¬WORK¬THAT¬THE¬#7/¬WAS¬DOING¬TO¬ENCOURAGE¬WOMEN¬
to become more politically aware and I took on the role of
#7/¬&ORUM¬#OORDINATOR¬TO¬HELP¬TO¬DEVELOP¬THIS¬FURTHER¬
In 2010, I was elected as councillor, which has been very
REWARDING¬)VE¬BEEN¬ABLE¬TO¬FOLLOW¬MY¬INTERESTS ¬BY¬SITTING¬
on committees that focus on children. I am grateful for
THE¬TRAINING¬AND¬SUPPORT¬THAT¬THE¬#7/¬OFFERED¬ME¬AND¬AS¬A¬#7/¬$EPUTY¬
#HAIRMAN¬NOW ¬)¬HOPE¬TO¬BE¬ABLE¬TO¬ENCOURAGE¬MORE¬WOMEN¬FROM¬ALL¬
different cultures and backgrounds to take a place in holding public office.
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Councillor Abi Brown, #ONSERVATIVE ¬3TOKE ON 4RENT
)¬WAS¬ASKED¬BY¬SOMEONE¬IN¬THE¬#ONSERVATIVE¬0ARTY¬PARTY¬TO¬CONSIDER¬
standing, but refused a number of times before agreeing.
)¬DIDNT¬SEE¬ANYONE¬REPRESENTING¬THE¬VIEWS¬OF ¬FAMILIES¬
like mine and prioritising the things that matter to them.
4HERE¬WERE¬VERY¬FEW¬YOUNGER¬COUNCILLORS ¬AND¬NONE¬WHO¬
were juggling a young family with self-employment. I also
SAW¬ISSUES¬LOCALLY¬THAT¬WERENT¬BEING¬TACKLED¬-EETING¬
residents is an important part of being a councillor, as
is liaising regularly with partners such as the police and
fire service. I also really enjoy the satisfaction of getting a
job done, be it a new litter bin or resolving an anti-social
BEHAVIOUR¬PROBLEM¬+NOWING¬YOUVE¬MADE¬A¬DIFFERENCE¬TO¬
SOMEONES¬LIFE¬IS¬FANTASTIC

#OUNCILS¬ALSO¬PROVIDE¬INDUCTION¬AND¬
training for new councillors on many
other aspects of the job.
4HE¬#ONSERVATIVE¬#OUNCILLORS¬
!SSOCIATION¬##! ¬EXISTS¬TO¬SUPPORT¬
ALL¬ELECTED¬#ONSERVATIVE¬COUNCILLORS¬
ON¬PRIMARY¬AUTHORITIES¬&URTHER¬
INFORMATION¬ON¬THE¬##!¬CAN¬BE¬FOUND¬
on page 14.

The timescale
-OST¬COUNCILLORS¬ARE¬ELECTED¬FOR¬
four-year terms, but councils run
DIFFERENT¬ELECTORAL¬CYCLES¬3OME¬ELECT¬
the whole council once every four
years, while others elect a proportion
OF ¬MEMBERS¬EACH¬YEAR¬4O¬lND¬OUT¬
when local elections are due to take
place in your area, contact your local
council or visit its website.
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4HE¬POLITICAL¬PARTIES¬LIKE¬TO¬HAVE¬THEIR¬
candidates in place in good time
before an election.¬4HIS¬IS¬SO¬THAT¬
there is time for the candidate to get
to know the important local issues,
meet as many voters as possible, visit
community groups, and raise their
profile in the local media before the
election takes place.

Next steps
/NCE¬YOU¬DECIDE¬YOU¬WANT¬TO¬TAKE¬IT¬
further and put yourself forward as a
CANDIDATE ¬WHATS¬THE¬NEXT¬STEP¬
'ET¬INVOLVED¬WITH¬YOUR¬LOCAL¬
#ONSERVATIVE¬!SSOCIATION¬AS¬SOON¬AS¬
POSSIBLE¬4HIS¬WILL¬HELP¬YOU¬lND¬OUT¬
more about what the role entails, who
you will be working with, and what it
takes to win elections.
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5LTIMATELY¬ITS¬UP¬TO¬THE¬LOCAL¬
#ONSERVATIVE¬!SSOCIATION¬TO¬DECIDE¬
whether to select you as a candidate,
so you need to make contact with
them as soon as possible and
GET¬INVOLVED¬WITH¬THEIR¬WORK¬4HE¬
#ONSERVATIVE¬0ARTY¬WILL¬EXPECT¬YOU¬
to be, or become, a party member.
&URTHER¬SOURCES¬OF ¬INFORMATION¬AND¬
support are listed in the ‘useful
CONTACTS¬SECTION¬OF ¬THIS¬BOOKLET
You must make sure that you are
officially nominated as the election
DATE¬DRAWS¬NEARER¬4HIS¬MEANS¬
getting 10 people to sign your

nomination papers (signatories must
be registered electors in the ward
where you wish to stand).
4HESE¬PAPERS¬ARE¬AVAILABLE¬FROM¬YOUR¬
LOCAL¬COUNCILS¬DEMOCRATIC¬SERVICES¬
department. You must also give your
consent in writing to your nomination.
!LL¬THE¬NECESSARY¬DOCUMENTS¬MUST¬
BE¬SUBMITTED¬¬WORKING¬DAYS¬BEFORE¬
THE¬DAY¬OF ¬THE¬ELECTION¬&OR¬MORE¬
information on this visit:
www.beacouncillor.org.uk.¬!N¬ELECTION¬
agent is appointed to help complete
the legal necessities.

Useful contacts
LGA Conservative Group
www.local.gov.uk/conservatives
4HE¬,'!¬#ONSERVATIVE¬'ROUP¬EXISTS¬TO¬SUPPORT¬#ONSERVATIVE¬COUNCIL¬
'ROUPS¬AND¬THE¬COUNCILLORS¬THAT¬MAKE¬UP¬EACH¬'ROUP¬¬)T¬IS¬ALSO¬THE¬DAY¬
TO¬DAY¬VOICE¬OF ¬#ONSERVATIVES¬IN¬THE¬WIDER¬CORPORATE¬,'!¬AND¬BY¬WORKING¬
WITH¬THE¬'ROUP¬,EADER¬AND¬THE¬GROUP¬%XECUTIVE¬WE¬HELP¬SHAPE¬THE¬POLITICAL¬
AGENDA¬OF ¬THE¬,'!¬¬
!DDITIONALLY ¬THE¬#ONSERVATIVE¬'ROUP¬ACTS¬AS¬A¬LINK¬AND¬SOUNDING¬BOARD¬
WITH¬THE¬'OVERNMENT¬AND¬THE¬0ARTY¬7E¬HELP¬#ONSERVATIVE¬COUNCILS¬AND¬
COUNCILLORS¬TO¬ENGAGE¬IN¬DIALOGUE¬WITH¬THE¬'OVERNMENT¬AND¬ORGANISE¬
MEETINGS¬WHERE¬-INISTERS¬AND¬COUNCILLORS¬GET¬TOGETHER¬TO¬DISCUSS¬ISSUES
&URTHER¬INFORMATION¬CAN¬BE¬FOUND¬ON¬OUR¬WEBSITE¬OR¬BY¬EMAILING¬
lgaconservatives@local.gov.uk
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Useful contacts

Conservative Councillors’
Association
www.conservativecouncillors.com

Conservative Women’s
Organistaion (CWO)
www.conservativewomen.org.uk

4HE¬#ONSERVATIVE¬#OUNCILLORS¬
!SSOCIATION¬(##!) exists to
provide a strong and unified voice
FOR¬ALL¬#ONSERVATIVE¬COUNCILLORS¬
WITHIN¬THE¬0ARTY¬AND¬IN¬THE¬WIDER¬
COMMUNITY¬4HE¬##!¬SUPPORTS¬
councillors in their important role
and provides them with the tools
to both work effectively on behalf
of local residents and to campaign
SUCCESSFULLY¬AS¬#ONSERVATIVES

4HE¬#7/¬IS¬ONE¬OF ¬THE¬OLDEST¬
POLITICAL¬WOMENS¬ORGANISATIONS¬IN¬
the world and is made up of women
MEMBERS¬OF ¬THE¬#ONSERVATIVE¬0ARTY¬
It encourages women to stand
for public life at all levels (as well
as board positions) and provides
development workshops, training
and mentoring to help women
SUCCEED¬IN¬THEIR¬GOALS¬4HE¬#7/¬
also holds Westminster forums
to discuss current issues that are
important to women.

&URTHER¬INFORMATION¬CAN¬BE¬FOUND¬
on our website
www.conservativecouncillors.com
or you can contact us on cca@
CONSERVATIVESCOM¬OR¬¬¬
Conservative Party
www.conservatives.com/
get_involved/
0LEASE¬VISIT¬THE¬@'ET¬INVOLVED¬SECTION¬
OF ¬THE¬#ONSERVATIVE¬0ARTY¬WEBSITE¬
for more information on volunteering,
becoming a member and much more.
Conservative Disability Group
www.conservativedisability.org
EMAIL¬VIA¬@CONTACT¬US¬LINK¬AT¬BOTTOM¬
of website home page

4WITTER¬ CWOWOMEN
office@conservativewomen.org.uk
'UIDANCE¬FOR¬CANDIDATES¬AND¬
information on the electoral
cycle is available on the
%LECTORAL¬#OMMISSION¬WEBSITE¬
www.electoralcommission.org.uk
4O¬lND¬THE¬NAME¬OF ¬YOUR¬LOCAL¬
council or councils, visit
www.councillor.info and enter
your postcode.
4HE¬WEBSITE¬www.writetothem.com
also provides information on your
local councils and councillors along
WITH¬YOUR¬-0¬AND¬-%0S¬-EMBERS¬
OF ¬THE¬%UROPEAN¬0ARLIAMENT ¬
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